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PUBLISHER'S NOTE 

CBC-TV's Peter Mansbridge, anchor of The National, brings a 
wake-up call to fellow broadcast journalists. It's his position 
that those in the news dissemination craft may soon have to 
answer for not putting stories in proper context and doing it 
in a way that all Canadians can understand the great issues of 
our time. Read Peter Mansbridgé s remarks on Page 6. 

J. Robert Wood, on the occasion of 1050 CHUM's 50th 
anniversary, looks back on the halcyon days of the famous 

Toronto Rocker, and on the personalities that made the magic happen. His article 
begins on Page 28. 

In our June issue, Broadcast Dialogue introduced you to the 11 finalists in the 
Canadian Media Idol competition. On July 18, C100 Halifax's Peter Harrison took 
home the big prize for his rendition of the Commodores classic, Easy. 
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the n basket 

(It was) Many years ago, in 1928 or '30, 
when this 85 -year old scribbler would be 
pee -excited at the sight of the man bring- 
ing a fresh battery for our radio into the 
house on Seaforth Avenue in Toronto. 
And there I crayoned the first Broadcast 
Dialogue. In colour. Pre -FM and HD 
however. 

I think you and your staff have 
learned to do it much better. 

I've just spent three nights poring over 
ALL THOSE call letters, admiring so many 
logos, indeed recalling the wonderful ex- 

periences of Northland Calling (early 
40s?) when a few of us on Jarvis Street 
(CBC Toronto) would gather off -hours 
to broadcast to "Jake LaPierre who is be- 
lieved to be gold -panning somewhere 10 

miles east of Fort Churchill that his dear 
wife Goldiebear had just given birth to a 

three -pound girl named Cutie who was 
hoping he'd be home for Christmas", etc. 

For years I've been worrying about 
Jake's strength of back, lugging a 40 - 
pound lead -acid storage battery along 
with his other tools and necessities over 
hill and dale just so he might possibly 
tune in a two -tube (#26 and #27) vacu- 
um -tube receiver on the off -chance he 
might hear any early news about his dear 
family first. 

Your July/August/07 edition with the 
AMAZING directory has an honoured 
place at my bedside each night where I 

read wonderful starts for radio station 
yarns in NOWHERE and piece together 
pictorial, enchanting sagas about the 
young woman or man alone at a speech 
input panel with disc player and micro- 
phone somewhere/nowhere announcing 
titles and spinning disks at 3:00 in the 
morning and wondering if indeed any- 
body is listening and appreciating his/her 
superb broadcasting talent. 

Mr. Christensen and company, may I 

salute the courageous staff who somehow 
pulled this amazing document together. 
Thank you. I'll bet YOUR version took 
you and yours more than one slate to 
compile though. 

Use a computer? 
Wesley Cox 
(Retired) CBC, CKOC, NBC, CBS, 

Dumont, ABC, Writers Guild of 
America, Inc., Republic, MGM, 20th, 
Los Angeles-and other/sites/sights, 

not to forget Lenin's tomb entry 
in Red Square. 
Victoria 

PS: Does anybody know if Joe Adamov is 

still alive and working at Radio Moscow? 
He wrote funny! Funneeeey! 

In the June Broadcast Dialogue feature 
article, CBC calls for Contract with 
Canadians, Scott Lehane writes: "Similarly, 

in the area of radio there are approximately 
eight million Canadians who do not get a 

local CBC radio service, primarily because 
the CBC's radio network was designed at a 
time before the great move to the west." 

Where did this information come 
from? 

I find it hard to believe that there are 
eight million Canucks without CBC radio, 
or was the key to that paragraph the word 
"local". If it was, please define. 

Name withheld by request 

(Writer's response) 
Boy, of all the magazines I've ever 

worked for, Broadcast Dialogue gets the 
most reader feedback. It's good to know 
they're paying attention. 

CBC President Robert Rabinovitch 
himself cited that number twice while I 

was interviewing him, and CBC has been 
throwing it around in various speeches 
and submissions. 

For example, in his remarks before 
the Standing Committee on Canadian 
Heritage, (March 22), he said: "A few years 
back, this Committee urged us in its re- 

port, Our Cultural Sovereignty, to look at 
how we can better serve Canada's regions. 

We submitted to the Government our first 
comprehensive plan in the Fall of 2004. 
Having had no take-up on that plan, we 
recently submitted to Government a more 
modest plan that focuses on bringing local 
radio programming to the eight million 
Canadians living in centres that do not 
have a local CBC service." (http://www. 
cbc.radio-canada.ca/speeches/ 
20070322.shtml) 

Interestingly, while I was digging a- 

round for the specific proposal that he was 
referring to, I came across this speech to 
the Empire Club of Toronto a year earli- 
er, where he cited the number six million 
(I believe they've lost a couple affiliates 
in B.C.). Here, he gives his definition of 
"local" and yes, it is a little slippery: 
"Radio, as a fundamentally local service, 
must also adapt to shifts in population. 
For example, Hamilton-just 60 kilome- 
tres down the QEW-has a population 
of approximately 500,000. It receives no 
local CBC programming only the Toronto 
signal-so does Kitchener/Waterloo, and 
what about Saskatoon? Our current 
broadcast footprint was conceived in the 
early 1970s. Today there are six million 
Canadians who do not receive appropri- 
ate local programming from CBC Radio 
One." (http://www.cbc.radio-canada.ca/ 
speeches/20060309 .shtml) 

Of course, Hamilton and Kitchener - 
Waterloo are right in the shadow of 
Toronto, so they can receive CBC Radio, 
it's just not "local." 

Scott Lehane 
Broadcast Dialogue 
scottlehane@earthlink. net 

Once again, ATX Systems Limited (formally 
Novanet/MSC) is proud to sponsor the 

annual CCBE Convention Awards dinner. 

Please join us for good times with good 
friends on September 15th. CCBE 
Satellite Broadcast Microwave/Wireless Multimedia 

4-725 Westney Rd. South Ajax, ON L15 7J7 

Tel: 905-686-6666 Fax: 905-619-1053 
www.atxincorporated.com 

West Ontario/Maritimes 
800-663-0842 800-268-6851 

Quebec 
800-361-0768 ATX Systems Limited 
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DIALOGUE 

Putting the news in context 
BY PETER MANSBRIDGE 

(Following are remarks made by 

Peter Mansbridge to members of the 
Radio -Television News Directors 
Association of Canada's annual 
convention at Vancouver upon his 
being presented with the RTNDA 
President's Award, that body's high- 
est honour.) 

you've heard a lot of differ- 
ent things about our busi- 
ness today, and perhaps it's 

not an evening to be lecturing. 
But let me just touch on one 
thing because it's important to 
me and I want to talk about it 
for just two or three minutes 
tonight. 

My concern, the concern I 

have about the way all of us are 
doing our jobs right now, is that 
I just wonder whether or not we 
are ensuring that we're putting 
stories in the proper context and 
doing it in a way so that all 
Canadians can understand the great issues of our time. 

I could choose any number of examples. I'm going to 
choose Afghanistan simply because it's on our minds. 

This is what bothers me: We have a situation where this 
country has a commitment in Afghanistan that is costing the 
country literally billions of dollars. It has sadly cost a lot of 
lives and a lot of injuries as well. We as journalists are spend- 
ing an enormous amount of money there trying to cover this 
story and yet, at the end of the day, what have we got? 

We've got surveys that tell us that most Canadians couldn't 
point to Afghanistan on a map. We've got indications that most 
Canadians don't have a dear understanding of why we're there. 
We have evidence that suggests that most Canadians don't 
understand what the plan is, what we're trying to achieve, or 
who the enemy is. 

Now, how could we get to that position? This is after five 
years. Why would we be looking at data like that? 

Well, you could say governments haven't explained it well 
enough. And there are two governments now, the current and 
the former that made the decision that we should be in the south. 

Is it the people that just don't want to know or don't care? 
Perhaps. 

news by saying that 

We're looking at a country 
where in the last election only 
64% or 65% voted. That's not 
good-a third of the country 
doesn't care enough to vote? 

Maybe that's the problem: 
Canadians just don't care. 

Or is it that we're not, as 
journalists, doing a good enough 
job in telling the story on all its 
levels? Are we explaining this is- 
sue to Canadians in a way that 
makes them want to understand? 

To me, there is something 
missing on all those levels but it 
does, in fact, indude us. We've got 
to try harder. I'm not suggesting 
anything about the mission itself. 
I'm suggesting that we're not 
telling the story in such a way 
that Canadians-who are com- 
mitting billions of dollars, the 
lives of young Canadians-to 
something they don't understand. 

The Prime Minister made 
unless there is agreement in Parliament 

that the end date will be February of 2009. What does that say 
to me? It says to me that the onus is even more now on us to 
ensure that the story is told, that if the decision is made it's got 
to be made on some facts, whatever that decision is. 

We can't leave the situation in such a way that it suggests 
we're not doing our job. So we got to try harder because there 
will be a day of reckoning on our journalism on this. It proba- 
bly won't be next week or next month or maybe not even next 
year, but it will come at some point. We can be sure that there 
are academics and former journalists who are studying what we 
are doing-content analysis of our programs-to see how we 
are covering the story. And they will place judgment upon us at 
some point about how we've done it. 

So, I know we all periodically review what we are doing and 
how we're doing it. I just think that this is one of those times that 
we have to seriously look at how we ... are covering this story 
and others which continue to be the great issues of our time. 

(Peter Mansbridge is Chief Correspondent for CBC Television and is 

based in Toronto. He can be reached by e-mail at peter_mansbridge@ 
cbc.ca.) 
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We hear you. Loud and clear. 

Qne of the most popular sessions 
at the annual PROMAX gathering 
of marketing and promo profes- 

sionals each year is the State of Our Art-a 
showcase of the best promos, commer- 
cials and graphic treatments from broad- 
casters around the world. 

As a creative director or promo pro- 
ducer, should you aspire to have your 
spots profiled as reflecting the state of 
the art of promos? You bet. Not just for 
ego's sake-although there's nothing the 
matter with a little ego -stroking once in 
a while. Understanding what sets these 
spots apart is a due to better promos for 
your station. Success leaves clues. 

"The first thing we try to consider (for 
State of Our Art) is does (the spot) have 
that magical quality where everything just 
worked perfectly," explains Ron Scalera, 
executive vice-president and creative direc- 
tor, CBS Television Network, who along 
with Jay Curtis, creative lifeguard at CBS 

(one of the most unique titles in broad- 
cast in my opinion), is charged with cor- 
ralling the best of the best. 

"For everything to work perfectly- 
from music, design, casting, copywriting, 
directing to special effects-it has to start 
with a great idea," says Scalera. "Don't get 
caught up on budget. Some cost hun- 
dreds, others millions. But a great spot is 

a great spot not because of how much was 
spent on it, but what's the idea at work 
and what (was) done in the body of the 
spot to get that idea across." 

And what those best -of -the -best spots 
do in the body of the spot is somehow 
touch on one or more of the emotions. 
Making the viewer feel something is real- 
ly the not -so -secret ingredient that sets 
great spots apart from the ordinary. 

"It's not what you tell (the audience) 
that's most important, it's what they think 
it is," says Curtis. "If they think (from 

Making 

"The State 

of Our Art" 
BY JOHN McGRATH 

watching a promo) it looks like a really 
good episode, then it is." 

That's because in broadcasting, it's not 
so much who we say we are, but what peo- 
ple think we are that defines our image. 

"Once you feel something, that is what 
the brand is," adds Scalera. "It's what the 
consumer feels, not what the advertiser 
says it is. Whether you use humour, shock 
value, heartfelt emotion, you're trying to 
elicit a response and that response be- 
comes your brand. The world of brand- 
ing is not a one-way street. Once you get 
(that emotional connection), you try not 
to step off that road. There are variations, 
but you have to try to get people to feel 
a certain way." 

One of the biggest pitfalls that Scalera 
and Curtis see most often is promos that 
talk at people instead of with them. 

"Sometimes (in a movie theatre) I will 
say: 'I guess I don't need to see that movie, 
they just showed me the whole thing,'" 
says Curtis. "In a promo, don't tell the 
story. That's not your job. Give people a 

reason to watch. If telling the story helps 
that, then do it. But don't give them the 
whole thing. The conflicts should be ap- 
parent. You want to get that feeling of 
'that looks good.'" 

"We always have to remind ourselves 
that we have an ongoing dialogue with 
the viewer," adds Scalera, who encour- 
ages his producers to take a critical look 
at their promos and give them what he 
calls the "feeling test". 

"You ask (producers) to try to sit back 
and say to themselves, if you've never seen 
this show, what would this spot tell you? 
How would you feel about the show?" 

Having others review your work and 
offer constructive feedback can also help 
push a promo from the realm of good to 
state -of -our -art great. 

When acting as editor, Scalera recom- 
mends pointing out in a positive way that 
while "there's not anything 'wrong' with 
the cut, the reason why I think we can do 
better is that it doesn't make me feel this 
show is good. It's almost like you're telling 
me it's good. You're directing me to fol- 
low a storyline. You're being too specific. 
I want to get there by myself." 

It is the fine line of storytelling, and 
it's also the fine line of a good promo and 
one that reflects the "state of our art". 

John McGrath is a voice-over actor, special- 
izing in promos, imaging, commercials and 

animation. He may be reached by phone 

at 416-876-3945 or by email at info@ 

johnsvoice.com. 

LARC ñ 
Wc hcar you I uud 

Bringing together the best in Canadian Broadcasting. 
We look forward to another great CCBE! LARCAN is proud and priviledged 

to fulfill the needs of Canadian 

broadcasters. Thank you for your 

continued trust and confidence. 
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BY SCOTT LEHANE 

The CRTC's recently released new 

regulatory framework for over -the -air 

television, set August 31, 2011 as the 

analogue shut-off date, two -and -a -half years 

behind the U.S. date of February 17, 2009. 
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a trail in specialty HD 

In the process, the Commission rejected proposals from broadcasters such as the CBC and CanWest 

to abandon over -the -air transmission in smaller markets altogether, instead relying on cable and satellite 

Broadcast Distribution Undertakings (BDUs) to deliver digital/HD signals. 

Some broadcasters even suggested the elimination of all over -the -air transmission facilities-relying 

entirely on BDUs to distribute digital/HD programming services in all markets. They argued that "it is no 

longer economical to build transmitters, given the declining number of viewers who receive television 

signals off -air rather than through the facilities of BDU5." 
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The real question is: what's the business 
case for sitting on our hands and taking 
Canadian audiences for granted?" said Ken 
Murphy, CEO of High Fidelity HDTV. "We 
think in 2007 every producer and every 
broadcaster ought to be fully embracing 
HD, because that's what Canadian con- 
sumers deserve and demand." 

Specialty Channels Move Fast 
Unencumbered by the costs associated 

with a transmitter, specialty channels have 
been blazing a trail in HD, staking out 
new niche markets and building their sub- 
scriber bases in advance of any real over - 
the -air digital roll out. 

Toronto -based High Fidelity HDTV 
has staked its business entirely on the 
HD specialty channel niche. 

The company has four HD specialty 
channels on the air-Oasis HD, Treasure 
HD, Rush HD and Equator HD-and ear- 
lier this year it was awarded an addition- 
al eight licences for Horror HD, Clash HD, 
Aqua HD, Crafts & Hobbies HD, Seniors 
Life HD, Eureka! HD, Centre Stage HD 
and Women's Sports HD. The company 
has two more channel licence applications 
working their way through the regulatory 
process. 

In essence, the proposal would have 
made every broadcaster a specialty chan- 
nel, but broadcasters wanted to maintain 
their priority carriage and simultaneous 
substitution rights. 

In its decision the Commission noted 
that, "both DTH operators, Star Choice 
Television Network Incorporated (Star 
Choice) and Bell ExpressVu, stated that 
the distribution of OTA (over -the -air) tele- 
vision HD signals will be severely limit- 
ed by the lack of satellite capacity and 
the associated costs of distributing those 
signals... Because of the cost and capaci- 
ty limitations facing these re -distribution 
technologies, it may not be possible to en- 
sure the delivery of all existing services to 
their entire markets in high definition." 

This leaves broadcasters with a dilem- 
ma-what to do in rural and remote areas 
where cable and satellite penetration rates 
are high, when the transmitter is the most 
expensive piece of gear that a broadcaster 
owns. Will the BDUs even be ready when 
broadcasters start the conversion to HD? 

"There's certainly no business case in 
not serving remote areas. And if you 
choose not to serve them, you shouldn't 
be surprised if the viewers and subscribers 
get their programming from other sources. 

PROFESSIONAL MEDIA 

HD MediE from Sony. 
HD is here and everyone's invited. 
It's not about tomorrow, it's about 
today. After choosing the Sony HD 
Solution ideal for your production, 
don't compromise on the media. 
From the smallest shoot to the 
biggest blockbuster, we can help 
make your vision real with HDCAM 
SR, HDCAM or HDV media. 
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But is there enough capacity on the 
dial for everyone to make the switch to 
HD? 

"At this snapshot in time, no. There 
will never be enough capacity," said 
Murphy. "I think we require some vision 
and leadership here. For example, can the 
broadcasters really sit back and wait for 
the cable and satellite guys to build out 
the capacity when the broadcasters them- 
selves haven't stepped up to the plate with 
a compelling offering for the viewers?" 

For High Fidelity, HDTV may be a 
small niche but it's growing fast. 

"Our strategy is to focus on the sector 
of the TV industry with the highest growth 
curve ahead of it," he said. "There's no 
question that it's a small market today, 
but it's growing at a breathtaking rate, so 
we're not at all concerned about the size 
of the market because of the trend lines 
that we see." 

In fact, it's difficult to even track 
the size of the market. In the U.S., the 
Consumer Electronics Association has 
been tracking DTV and HDTV set sales 
since the late 1990s. But in Canada there 
is no authoritative source on the exact 
number of sets out there. 

It's even more difficult to tell exactly 

Features and specifications are 
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how many of them are actually being used 
to watch HD programming. According to 
some estimates, only about a quarter of 
those who buy an HD set actually get the 
set -top box and subscribe to an HD pro- 
gramming service. 

"We track it from whatever sources 
we can find and our best estimate is there 
are between 3-3.5 million HD -ready mon- 
itors in Canadian homes, and we think 
that there are probably in the range of 
about 700,000-750,000 households who 
have actually enabled the sets with the 
HD set -top box" said Murphy. "We expect 
that number to be somewhere around a 
million HD -active households by the end 
of the year." 

In fact, according to Murphy, "We have 
evidence that around 15% of people who 
buy an HD set think they're watching HD 
by virtue of buying the set. There's no 
doubt that there's a lot of consumer con- 
fusion and we all have to do a better job 
as an industry-as broadcasters, produc- 
ers, and at the retail level-educating 
consumers." 

He reported that once viewers are ex- 

posed to true HD (rather than analogue 
TV on an HD set), "there's an Ah -Ha!' 
moment where they suddenly get it. And 
when that happens there seems to be no 
going back. People actually change their 
cruising habits through the Electronic 
Program Guide to start their cruising in 
the HD space, whereas, historically, they 
may have started with five or six of their 
favourite channels." 

The company aims to be the first to 
market, carving out new niches for itself 
in the HD space before the playing field 
gets crowded. 

"Technically, the regulatory regime is 
technologically neutral, so in our case 
the Category 2 licence that we operate 
under is the same as if we were an SD 
channel. We have simply decided that 
we're proud to be 100% HD. So we're the 
ones who have made it an 'HD license'," 
he explained. 

Growth Still Slow 
But with HD channels taking from 

four to six times more bandwidth than 
SD channels, finding space on the dial 
has been difficult. High Fidelity HDTV's 
first four services are carried on ExpressVu, 
Access Communications in Regina, and 
Hamilton's The Source Cable Company, 
as well as SaskTel's IPTV distribution sys- 
tem, SaskTel Max. 

Earlier this year, Telesat Canada an- 
nounced plans to build and launch Nimiq 

HIGH FIDELITY. 

Ken Murphy CEO, 

High Fidelity HDTV 

EQUATqRHD 

OASISFI). 

(R> 
rushhd 

TreasureHD 

5-a high-powered DTH satellite with 
32 Ku -band transponders. Bell ExpressVu 
will have exclusive use of the satellite 
when it launches in 2009 to expand its 
range of high -definition and specialty 
television services. 

Access Regina has been at the fore- 

front of cable HD offerings since 2002. 
The Source Cable recently invested heav- 
ily to provide a full 860 MHz of band- 
width throughout its system. 

SaskTel has invested over $139 million 
to deploy its Max Entertainment Services 
-a multimedia broadband service built 
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on ADSL2+, which offers high-speed 
Internet access, a full line-up of television 
channels, High Definition TV (HDTV), 
local radio and music channels, and ac- 
cess to video -on -demand movies. The 
company now offers 27 HDTV channels 
and 150 regular channels. 

But still, Hamilton, Regina and 
Saskatchewan are relatively small mar- 
kets. As a private company, Murphy 
wouldn't release subscriber numbers, 
except to point out that the company's 
owners-John Panikkar, David Patterson 
and himself-each have 25 years of expe- 
rience in the business and were part of 
the executive teams that launched the 
likes of TSN, The Discovery Channel and 
Animal Planet, "so we understand the 
time frames associated with growing new 
brands and new programming services 
especially in the digital space, so we're on 
target-or slightly ahead of target." 

The company, which recently an- 
nounced a $4 million dollar investment 
by C.A. Bancorp, has been relying heavi- 
ly on subscriber revenues, with little or 
no on -air advertising. South of the border, 
ad agencies have been notoriously slow 
to adopt HD, often opting to mn SD ads 
in HD programs. 

"We have not aggressively gone out to 

bring sponsors to the party-not yet. 
That's on the agenda for later this year 
and in '08," said Murphy. "Every month, 
more and more people are adopting HD 
and we have no doubt that the agencies 
and the clients in the ad community will 
follow." 

The company is paying close attention 
to the baby -boomer generation as an 
under -served market. 

"We looked long and hard at the 
demographic trends and, yes, there's a 
shortage of HD programming. But, I think 
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The R&S®DVM 400 - real-time hardware 
decorder in a full -featured MPEG analyzer. 

The R&S®DVM lets you do it all. Its a TS generator, player, and 

recorder with built-in real-time hardware decoding. It gives you: 
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Panikkar and David Patterson 

far more profoundly we concluded there 
was a general trend away from thought- 
ful programming. We also saw that there 
was a real trend across the board to chase 
younger and younger audiences," Murphy 
explained. "But we disagree with that ap- 
proach. There are lots of people like us 
who want smart, refreshing, beautiful pro- 
gramming and we're stepping up to that 
plate and doing something about it. Our 
business model is 100% focussed on 
thoughtful, engaging programming that 
assumes the audience has a brain and 
isn't afraid to use it." 

"It's not about the technology; it's 
about how much more powerful the 
program, the movie, the documentary is 
in HD. It's about the quality of the story- 
telling," he added. 

Production 
High Fidelity HDTV has formed wide- 

ranging partnerships with other innova- 
tive HDTV producers and broadcasters 
around the world, including Rainbow 
Media, the largest HD content provider 
and HD broadcaster in the U.S. Rainbow 
Media runs VOOM HD-a suite of 15 HD 
channels carried on U.S. satellite services. 

High Fidelity's close relationship with 
Rainbow includes a program supply 
agreement. 

"Our secret sauce is that those pro- 
gram supply agreements are two way, so 
the original Canadian programs that we 
produce, we export to the U.S.-typically 
to Rainbow, but not exclusively-and 
we co -produce with broadcasters and 
producers around the world," explained 
Murphy. 

"We see the market as global, not just 
a domestic Canadian market," he said. 
"The programs that we produce are pro- 
duced with the world market in mind. We 
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export everything that we produce to the 
U.S. and other foreign territories, because 
the demand for HD -quality programming 
and good -quality stories is not limited to 
Canada. That's a fundamental part of 
our business model." 

The company has built an HD produc- 
tion studio at its facilities in Toronto, and 
in its first year of operation has produced 
over 100 hours of original Canadian HD 
content. Plus the company works with in- 
dependent Canadian producers and signs 
co -production deals, wherever possible, 
to generate HD content. 

"That's the real fun part of this," said 
Murphy. "As a 'digi-net', historically chan- 
nel operators have gone into the vaults 
and dusted off old programs and repur- 
posed them. Well, there's no such vault 
in the HD space, so all of our program- 
ming is original to the market." 

He called the company's production 
arm "a real juggernaut that is building 
up ahead of steam." 

For shooting, the company has been 
predominantly relying on Sony F900s- 
Sony's original CineAlta Camera, which 
was used on Star Wars-Episode II. 

co 
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"There're also some very exciting disk 
and memory stick cameras emerging, 
which we're watching," said Murphy. 

Echoing the sentiments of HD special- 
ty channels like HBO and The Discovery 
Channel, Murphy is reluctant to accept 
programming shot on HDV-(a popular 
high -end prosumer HD format). "I'll nev- 
er say never, but if you're going to step 
up to the HD plate and promise to serve 
your audiences in HD, you've got to do 
that right." 

Hi Fidelity's post -production facilities 
are built around Avid systems. 

"We have a full multi -seat HD Avid 
facility and our producers can work on 
their HD projects right on their worksta- 
tions at their desktops. It's all fully net- 
worked. We have Avid Adrenalines, Media 
Composers and Avid Express Pros. 

"This is a wonderful moment in time 
in that the HD technology that's out there 
-whether we're talking cameras, graph- 
ics or post -production facilities-are all 
PC- or Mac -based, so they're affordable," 
he said. 

Devoting most of its energies and cap- 
ital to program production, the company 
has chosen to outsource many of its back - 
room operations including Master Con- 
trol, which is handled by Vu! Productions, 
a division of ExpressVu. 

"We have a different business model 
and, more importantly, we have a differ- 
ent business philosophy," said Murphy. 
"We're focussed on the audience and we 
built our business plan from the living 
room out." 

"We are also proud Canadians, but 
we're sick of the culture of entitlement 
and protectionism that we've seen emerge 
over the past few decades," said Murphy. 
"We decided there is room in Canadian 
broadcasting for some customer -focussed 
entrepreneurs, who aren't afraid to take 
a risk and who aren't afraid to earn 
their way without relying on fancy regu- 
lations." 

"We should all remind ourselves as 
an industry that Canadian audiences are 
a very demanding and sophisticated lot, 
and if they don't get proper service from 
the entrenched incumbents they'll get it 
somewhere else," he said. "That's why 
we're so bold in moving forward, because 
we think it's a tried and true formula- 
put out attractive high -quality programs 
that are valued by Canadians and they 
will respond." 

Freelance writer Scott Lehane may be 

reached at scottlehane@earthlink.net. 
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NANCYSMITH 

Recognizing the great Medina 

Nancy Smith is chair/CEO of NextMedia, a 

Toronto -based business consulting and 
marketing company. She may be reached 
by phone at (416) 971-9973 or by e-mail at 
nsmith@nextmediacompany.com. 

Iis not easy interviewing Ann 
Medina. She likes to ask 
questions, not answer them. 

I thought the best way to begin was 
by jumping right in and asking a provoca- 
tive question: What is the secret to her 
great (screen) longevity in an industry 
where most women are treated as if they 
have a "Best Before Date" stamped on 
their foreheads? 

Medina barely blinked and said: 
"Maybe I just hit timing right. I'm for 

real on television, not packaged, not all made 
up like a doll, my language is the spoken word 
rather than beautifully written out. I allow 
me to come through in terms of reactions, 
thoughts and ideas... that's something the 
audience is looking for now. They've had 
everything being perfect, perfectly scripted, 
perfectly presented and they're a little suspi- 
cious now. So I've hit timing that has noth- 
ing to do with age, my age, whether I'm young 
old or whatever". 

I've admired Ann Medina for a long 
time, and like many of her friends and 
colleagues was thrilled when she was re- 
cently named a YWCA Toronto Woman of 
Distinction. Ann received the award in re- 
cognition of her efforts as a leader and 

mentor, and for he 
work with girls and 

When you ask 
tant for women to a 
women she shrugs an 
we waiting for to show 

Photojournalist 
Ann changed her life 
me how to retain em 
and audience. As a j 
concerned how the sto 
stead she is more conc 
enrich the lives of thos 
that Ann's empathy, r 
nature for people are a 
everything I learned in 

Ann realized earl 

intergenerational 
omen. 
n why it is impor- 
ively support other 

says: "Who else are 
up to do the work?" 
ate Schneider says 
rever: "...she taught 

athy for my subjects 
rnalist, Ann is not 
will enrich her; in - 
ed how the story will 

around her. I found 
pect and inquisitive 
far greater tool than 
journalism school". 

that if she wanted 
to understand the world, she had to ex- 

perience it without re -conceived ideas 
and biases. Her passion for people and 
their stories attracted her to journalism. 
She was one of the first journalists to 
take cameras inside 
Chicago and Clevela. 
members and welfai 
listen. She did a seri 
that won two natio 
United States. She h 

ghetto housing in 
nd, to talk to gang 
e mothers, and to 
s on slum housing 
nal awards in the 
ad begun to make 

the invisible highly visible. 
Ann's work took 

roles where few worn 
and she learned quic 
"the realities on the 

Whether Ann was 
international war zone 
in North America, sh 

her to places and 
'n had gone before, 
kly what she called 
round". 
reporting from an 
or a large urban city 
e would meet with 

people and ask them to share important 
aspects of their lives. Ordinary families, 

men, children and women became her 
focus, and, instead of seeing them as poor, 
ignorant and weak, she showed them with 
their pride and courage and strengths. 

She remembers arriving in Canada in 
1975 after being a network correspondent 
and producer for ABC News, and being 
called "Suzy Creamcheese" by a famous 
Canadian news anchor who assumed she 
was a trainee. Ann went on to become 
the first woman named as Executive 
Producer for CBC Newsmagazine, Senior 
Foreign Correspondent for The Journal 
and, later, Beirut Bureau Chief. She pro- 
duced award -winning documentaries that 
aired in Canada, Britain and the U.S., 
where she won an Emmy Award. 

When I asked Ann to describe the high 
point in her career she said: 

"Any day when I was Beirut Bureau 
Chief, challenging, fun, terrifying, fascinat- 
ing-so many little images that immediate- 
ly come to mind. Sitting on a balcony in a 

town called Aley in Lebanon with a Druiz 
head guy. We're sitting with candles looking 
into the valley. We've been eating Lipton soup 
I brought in with crackers and we're watch- 
ing the Israeli tanks come through town as 

they do a lot of nights, sometimes shooting, 
sometimes not. Bizarre, peaceful, there were 
three of us having congenial conversation as 
the tanks would roll by." 

Ann is host of History Television's 
History On Film and Fact and Film. 

She says: "The real thing with History is 

when I say to people I really love doing it, 

they say it shows. When you ask what's next, 
something always evolves." 
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GLENNO'FARRELL 

Understanding diversity of voices 
At a time when Canadians 
are increasingly looking 
at how we can remain 

competitive in the global mar- 
ketplace, it is essential that we 
not trade in a nostalgic isola- 
tionism when it comes to regu- 
lating our domestic industries. 

Assuming that media content from 
around the world will continue, in grow- 
ing numbers, to be widely available to 
Canadian consumers, is it not equally 
reasonable to suggest that progressive 
measures to support a strong Canadian 
media sector are required? It's obvious 
that Canadian media companies need 
flexibility to grow and incentives to in- 
novate in order to keep pace with the 
growing multitudes of unregulated media 
options available to the average Canadian. 

As we prepare for the CRTC's Diversity 
of Voices hearings to be held beginning 
September 17, it is of vital importance that 
we approach this process with a progres- 
sive view towards the regulatory frame- 
work that governs Canada's broadcasters. 
Diversity of voices in Canada cannot be 
assessed simply by counting up the num- 
ber of media outlets, then dividing by the 
number of owners. To impose further reg- 
ulation on broadcasters would stifle inno- 
vation, and tip the competitive balance 
towards the plethora of unregulated glob- 
al players, effectively diminishing the 
strength of the Canadian industry. 

There should be no questioning the 
fact that, when taken together, the regu- 
lated and unregulated media sectors in 
Canada now offer an unprecedented lev- 
el of diversity of voices, and that Canada 
stands as a shining example and a stan- 
dard-bearer in terms of the level of diver- 
sity available to its citizens. 

In today's high-speed, wireless, stream- 
ing, on -demand world, we have seen the 
empowering of the audience, which now 
controls their media consumption in ways 
that would have been unimaginable just 
a few short years ago. But it is exactly that 
stunning array of media choices that has 
led to the consolidation of the regulated 
media in Canada. 

As the audience has become irre- 
versibly fractionalized and fragmented, 
advertising revenues-the lifeblood of 
content production in Canada-have 
been diluted. With the vast expansion of 
media choices available, media compa- 
nies have consolidated to allow them to 
marshal the necessary resources to capture 
a valuable share of the audience, and to 
provide our Canadian audiences with the 
quality content that they have come to 
expect. 

There is no question that our broad- 
casting industry is being rapidly redefined 
and, as such, there is value to an exami- 
nation of the regulations that govern 
media. But we need to ensure that this 
is done with a view towards the future 
of media in Canada, and not a wistful 
sense of nostalgia. We have come to pride 
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Glenn O'Farrell is President and CEO of the 

Canadian Association of Broadcasters. He 

maybe contacted by phone at (613) 233- 
4035 or by e-mail at cab@cab-acr.ca. 

ourselves as a nation of innovators, who 
help set the trends in any number of in- 
dustries. We need to continue to be pace- 
setters in the global media landscape, or 
we run the risk of being trampled. 

In looking at the new realities of 
media in Canada, it is impossible for me 
to overstate this fundamental point: the 
system in which these assumptions and reg- 

ulations originated has changed forever. 
We cannot seek answers to 21st centu- 

ry issues by looking backwards, and ding- 
ing to outdated principles and ideals. To 
do so would create a media sector that 
would lack relevance to the vast majority 
of Canadians, and would do a great dis- 
service to us all. 

It is with this in mind that we look 
ahead to the 2007 edition of the CAB's 
annual convention in Ottawa from 
November 4th through 6th. With this 
year's theme, Broadcasting, Redefined, we 
will take stock of the impact of the digi- 
tal revolution, and will examine ways in 
which we can make use of progressive pol- 
icy and regulations, and innovative busi- 
ness models to thrive in this increasingly 
complex business environment. 
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Arts 'n' crafts 

Trevor Shand is 

promo producer 
at KROQ-FM 

Los Angeles. 

He may be 

reached by 
e-mail at 
trevor@ 

kroq.com. 

The boy scouts came to the 
studio today and I record- 
ed them saying the station 

call letters. I showed them how 
I make the sound into pictures. 

"You can colour the pictures, too," I 

said, while adding some effects to the 
piece. Then I made them sound like little 
monsters. They were laughing like crazy. 
They left after that to play video games. 

After the scouts took off, I looked at 
the pictures of sound on my computer 
screen and filed them away to use in pro- 
mos and imaging down the line. 

We paint soundscapes. How many 
times have you looked at a finished pro- 
mo on your editing window and said, 
"that looks like Europe kinda" or, "that 

looks like Aunt Marsha"? I've never done 
that, but that doesn't mean that it's not art. 

When you find yourself in a creative 
rut, try changing your paintbrush. If you 
are lucky enough to have multiple edit- 
ing suites installed on your computer, 
switch to another canvas and see what it 
brings you. Turn off the ProTools and frig 
around on Adobe Audition, or SAW or 
whatever you've got. Even though all these 
editors carry out the same function, the 
approach is slightly different and can 
spark new ideas. 

Work on three platforms at once, and 
bounce between 'em. Fire up the external 
processors and scream onto a DAT a cou- 
ple of times. Throw that into a jingle you 
are struggling with. Treat your studio like 
a STUDIO and use whatever is lying 
around to help you create. 

It's like arts and crafts in elementary 
school, or boy scouts. If only we could get 
a darn merit badge. 

Much like we can use everything in 
our studio environment to produce our 
way into new ideas, we can throw our 
respective stations into new directions as 
well, with the approval of your program 
director, of course. 

Take inspiration from the change of 
seasons, such as summer. Give yourself 

VVB Master 
Cle Quad/oTM 

Quad channel, Glenlockable, 
DVB-ASI PCIe v1.0a Output Card 
with Enhanced rate control and 
Jitter management at each port. 

Aggregate data rate to 1.08 Gbits/sec 

Four tranmitter channels Advanced transmit capabilities 

Multiple outputs to source video servers or test equipmen 
Also available: DVB-ASI PCI Express Send and Receive Interface Card. 

ASI or SDI LP FD PCIe with blackburst and secondary output DVB Master P 

ee us at IBC 2007, Stand 3.136, September 7 

visit us at www.linsys.ca 
LINEAR SYSTEMS LTD. 
Unit 1, 1717 Dublin Ave., Winnipeg, MB, C 

Tel: 204 - 632-4300 -Broadcast Division 
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the project of making a dozen summer- 
themed jingles. Use the sounds of sum- 
mer as your work parts. Instead of the 
jarring zappers and whizzle-doozits, you 
can use water -splashes, skateboards, and 
chirpy little birds! Drop in clips from an 
old movie like Summer Rental, or go retro - 
60s with some commercials from You - 
Tube or whatever you can find online. 

Screwing with drops is my favourite 
thing right now, which probably means 
it will be my program director's LEAST 

favourite thing in a few days. Always pre- 
pare for that, too. Reach for the obvious 
when you are stuck. 

When the boy scouts come by the 
studio, or your grandparents, USE 'EM to 
colour your work. Unless you would 
rather go out on the street with a mini - 
disc player, which I personally cannot 
stand. Not that I don't think that "peo- 
ple on the street" stuff isn't valuable, I 

just get really shy and I always feel weird 
about sticking a microphone in front of 
someone's face. There are people who 
LOVE to do that kind of thing, so use 'em! 

For major station concert promotions 
or station ID jingles, random people say- 
ing or shouting things always sounds 
huge. Why not build a whole category of 
jingles made up of strictly people -on - 
the -street style audio? 

My fave thing to do is get artists and 
bands to read the crazy scripts I come up 
with. Depending on the size of the mar- 
ket, this may take some planning ahead 
when you have them at your disposal. 

For example, if you have the band 
Incubus in at your station for an inter- 
view but no promotion or anything is 

being planned yet, make sure you don't 
let them leave without having them stop 
by your studio quickly on the way out to 
say "Hey this is blah blah from Incubus. 
You wanna see us live? The only way to 
get tickets is by listening to BJ and Crazy - 
pants in the morning on CSUX". 

You know what I mean. You don't 
have to make them say exactly that, but I 
am sure that would actually be funny. 

Well, after all that, I must say I am 
definitely in the mood to make some 
cool -sounding stuff. Either that or quit- 
ting. Just kidding. 
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Value-added 
versus value -included 

BY WAYNE ENS 

You've probably seen a commercial that 
goes something like this: 
"The amazing Acme Slice -All Knife! It cuts 

through steel, slices bread without making a 
crumb. After cutting through concrete, watch 
how easily we slice this tomato! Now you can 
order this amazing Slice -All Knife for just forty- 
nine ninety-five. That's right, only forty-nine 
dollars and ninety-five cents... but wait, order 
it right now and we'll also send you this amaz- 

ing set of eight steak knives...and that's not all. The first one hun- 
dred callers will also receive the amazing Blend -All blender! Still not 
convinced? Pick up the phone and we'll also give you your choice of 
central air for your home or a trip to the Caribbean!" 

Do you really believe that Slice -All Knife is worth $49.95 
when the announcer keeps adding bonuses? Media sales people 
often devalue their product in a similar fashion with bonuses 
or "value added". 

The signal they send to clients is, "I don't believe our rate card 
delivers value, so here's what I'm going to do..." 

In most cases, what we call value-added is not really value 
"added" at all, but in the customer's mind it is value -included. 

My encounter with two Ontario Ford dealers illustrates this 
point perfectly. The dealers I consulted in two different markets 
wanted to improve their CSI (Customer Satisfaction Index) as 
reported by Ford every month. 

I suggested the way to do that was to make the customer expe- 
rience greater than the customer expectation by adding value. 

I recommended both dealers should wash their customers' 
cars every time they came in for service. I emphasized they were 
NOT to advertise or promote the value-added car wash or they 
would mn the risk of the wash becoming value -included. 

The first dealer followed my recommendation to the letter. 
The second one, being a promoter by nature, didn't advertise the 
free car washes but couldn't resist the urge to put a counter card 
in the service department proclaiming the "free car wash with 
every service". 

You probably know the rest of the story. The first dealer actu- 
ally got thank -you letters for the surprise car washes. He could 
miss one whole side of the car and the customer still experienced 
more than they expected, and they were delighted. 

The promoter, however, got nothing but complaints. "You 
call that a car wash?" complained one customer. "You missed a 
spot on the bumper" complained another. 

The value perception is the difference between the customer's 
expectation and experience you deliver. 

There are some additional problems associated with con- 
fusing value-added with value-induded: 

Pre -sale value -included offerings can create the perception 
with both the buyer and the seller that your rate card does 
not deliver good value on its own. 
When value-added is really value -included, the buyer (and 
sometimes the seller) will expect it every time. 
Often, the perception is that if you get something for noth- 
ing, that's exactly what it is worth. 
You do not have the inventory, energy or resources to offer 
extras or value -included in every sale. Therefore, integrity be- 
comes an issue. How do you decide which clients get the 
perqs and which ones do not? 
In most cases you do not get credit for value -included. The 
buyer takes the credit and chalks the value -included up to 
their superior negotiating skills, not your over -delivery. 
Of course, there are situations where it makes perfect sense 

to negotiate some value -included. But a good deal must benefit 
BOTH parties. When you offer value -included, here are four 
things you might want to consider: 
1. Place and publish an actual value on what you are including, 

even if you do not charge for it. 
2. Get a token from the dient to acknowledge the value -includ- 

ed. Maybe it's promotional prizes, a long-term commitment, 
or a slightly higher rate on the paid portion of your deal. 
Never make it totally free. 

3. Have a universal and clearly understood internal company 
policy, describing what circumstances do and do not war- 
rant value -included. 

4. Think creatively rather than giving away saleable inventory 
as value-added. Value-added can be everything from sam- 
pling the client's products at your remote broadcasts, to prod- 
uct placement in your regular programming, to developing 
the big customer -focussed idea. 
One final thought: If you want to strengthen your relation- 

ship and delight your key accounts, try offering real value-added 
AFTER the deal is signed. 

Wayne Ens is a Canadian management and sales consultant and a 

principal with Noll & Associates of Sausalito, California. He may be 

reached at wayne@wensmedia.com. 
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Launches and Make 

rCHLK-FM Lake 88.1 AC 
(Perth FM Radio Inc.) 
43 Wilson St. 

Perth ON AB K7H 2N3 
P: 613-264-8811 F: 613-264-1119 
music@lake88.ca 
www.lake88.ca 
Owners: Brian Perkin and Norm Wright 
Launched: August 10, 2007 at 9:00 am 
First song played: Rise Again by The Rankins 
Lake 88 serves Lanark, Leeds & Grenville and Frontenac Counties- 
the 'Lake' name chosen to reflect the Rideau Lakes Region's 100 

1 lakes within SO miles of Perth. 

rCJDL-FM Country 107-3 Country 
(Tillsonburg Broadcasting Co. Ltd.) 1073 
77 Broadway St., Box 10 
Tillsonburg ON N4G 4H3to, coeta-rzy a.AetC COUNTRY 

P: 519-842-4281 F: 519-842-4284 
info@country1073.ca 
President/GM/Sales Manager: John D. Lamers 
Launched: August 1, 2007 at 5:00 am 
First song played: Adilida by George Strait 
A street dance in downtown Tillsonburg July 27 with Country perform- 
ers Face2Face Christine and Felicia Richards led up to the launch of 
Country 107-3. On the actual launch date, morning host Craig Fox 

welcomed Country performer Carla Beck in studio and took congrat- 
ulatory calls, among others from performer Terry Sumsion and MPP 
Ernie Hardeman. Programming will include interviews with Canadian 
newcomers and established Country stars. 

CJZZ-FM Smooth Jazz 
(Corus Premium Television) 
930 Portage Ave. 
Winniepg MB R3G OP8 

P: 204-786-2471 
President & General Manager: Garth Buchko 
Moved: August 1, 2007 
With the completion of the sale of CJZZ-FM from Can West Media Works 

Inc., the station moved to the CJOB/Power 97 address. While the 
branding will change soon, the format won't. 

2111111 
lid 991 

CFXE-FM The Fox Classic Hits 
(Corus Premium Television) 11`ß 
422 -50th Street; 2nd Floor 
Edson AB T7E 1T1 94.3 - CFKE 
P: 780-723-4461 F: 780-723-3765 
General Manager: Dave Schuck 

kOn July 10, CFXE flipped to FM. The format remains unchanged. 

/ CJOC-FM 94.1 The Lounge 
Adult Standards/Modern Nostalgia 
(Clear Sky Radio Inc.) 
220 Third Avenue S., Suite 400 
Lethbridge AB T1J 0G9 
P: 403-388-2910 F: 866-841-7971 
info@clearskyradio.com 
4 www.loungeradio.ca 
President: Paul Larsen 

PD: Rick Volpatti 
Launched: July 3, 2007 at 9:41 am 
First song played: Still the One by Orleans 
CJOC-FM 94.1 The Lounge was officially launched July 3 at 9:41 am. 
The Lounge on -air lineup includes Mark Campbell in morning drive. 
Rick Volpatti on middays and Andy Carlson doing afternoon drive. 

1 The Lounge features news on the hour from 6 am to 6 pm daily. 

rCFIS-FM 93.1 CFIS-FM Oldies 
(The Prince George Community Radio Society) 
2880 15th Avenue, Suite 109 
Prince George BC V2M 1T1 

P: 250-563-2347 
cfisfm@yahoo.ca 
Station Manager: Reg Feyer 
Launched: July 3, 2007 at 9:31 am 
First song played: Something To Talk About by Bonnie Raitt 
CFIS is a non-profit community radio station playing Oldies, with a 

focus on pre -80s Pop. 

CFMK-FM FM96 Classic Rock/Classic Hits/Oldies 

170 Queen St. 

Kingston ON K7K 1 B2 

P: 61 3-544-2340 F: 61 3-544-5508 
4 www.fm96.ca 
PD: Derrick Scott 
Changed format: June 28, 2007 at 4:00 pm 
First song played: Rock & Roll by Led Zeppelin 
96.3 JOE -FM changed format and ID to become FM96-The Greatest 
Rock & Roll Of All Time on Thursday June 28 at 4:00pm. The station 
is a hybrid classic rock, classic hits station with a hint of oldies. In 
conjunction with the change, Corus Entertainment Kingston intro- 
duced the new station at a pre -Canada Day concert the following 

knight featuring Kim Mitchell and April Wine. 

94.Ii°14 

Musk You Know and Love 

cfis 
93.1 

community radio 

(Corus Entertainment Inc.) 
KINGSTON'S 

FM96 
11E InsT Uua MLLGEYETNNI" 
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overs 
Mystery TV 
(CanWest MediaWorks Inc.) 
One Lombard Place, Suite 2100 
Winnipeg MB R3B 0X3 
P: 1-866-729-7140 
Over the last year, programming has been focused on a mix D con- 
temporary suspense and crime drama series, such as Law & Order 
Special Victims Unit and Criminal Intent, House, NCIS and Numb3rs, 
enjoying significant growth, especially with women. August 1 

marked the completion of rebranding. Elements for MYSTERY TV's 

new look were created in conjunction with Can West Media Works by 
Systematic Design, an Emmy Award -winning, Winnipeg -based firm. 
In addition, the digital network will be supported by a new wrbsite, 
www.mysterytvca with a full launch later this fall. 

neSt xy 

rE! 
With the agreement between CanWest MediaWorks 
Inc. and E! Networks to licence and manage the 
E! brand and content in Canada, the secondary 
market TV stations now branded CH will change 
to E! beginning September 7. As well, E! will cross 
multiple platforms; broadcast, online, mobile, ENTERTA.NMENT 

video -on -demand and satellite radio. The Canadian 
E! schedule will continue to feature a mix of prime -time network 
programming. An element in the alliance, says CanWest, is a 

commitment to develop and co -produce Canadian content. 
The first show was to be the 7:30 p.m. premiere edition of 

"E! News" with Ryan Seacrest. 
Each of the CH stations to be branded E! will continue serv- 

ing their audiences with local news and information programming, 
the news programming also relaunched and reverting to historical 
call letters (CHCH News (Hamilton), CHEK News (Victoria), CHBC 
News (Kelowna), CHCA News (Red Deer), CJNT Montreal aid 
CFJC-TV Kamloops). 

CHCH I NEWS 

CHEK INEWS 

CHBC I NEWS 

u 
EVERYTHING 

CHCA INEWS 
CJNT I MONTREAL 

ICFJC TV 

Got a change or a launch coming? 
Radio, TV or Specialty Channel? 

Let us know at howard@broadcastdialogue.corn 

Ciwo0 This edition is 
brought to you by: 

111111111111111 

JIM O 

Applied Electronics _td. 

ATX systems Limited 
(formally Novanet/MSC) 

Arid Technology Inc. 

Axi3 Audio - a Telos Company 
Csar adían Association 

of Broadcasters 
CBC Transmission 
Central Canada 

Broadcast Engineers 
GAU Solutions Inc. 

Fujinon Inc. 
Harris Corporation 
Ineospe3 Communications Inc. 

L arcan 
L near Systems Ltd. 
Marketing Marc Vallee Inc. 

Waseley Associates, Inc. 

Panasoric Canada 

PIprpin Technical Service Ltd. 

Power & Telephone 
of Canada Ltd. 

RCS Canada 
Rohde & Schwarz Canada Inc. 

Roland Systems Group Canada, 
a d ,v. of Roland Canada Ltd. 

S. W. Davis Broadcast 
Technical Services Ltd. 

Scmctechnique 
Scny of Canada 

SLncance Digital Inc. 

Transtector Systems, 
LEA International and 
RO Associates 

Western association 
of Broadcasters 

Western .association cf 
Broadcast Engineers 

WesTower Communications 

Consider these companies 
fir.tit for One pro(ducls 
and sei 'lct s 
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E 
in Edmonton 

BY PETER GILLESPIE 

Greetings from your 2007 Western Association of Broadcast Engineers' 
(WABE) executive! We are all looking forward to putting on an out- 
standing convention for you at the Fantasyland Hotel in Edmonton 

this year. Mark your calendars for October 14, 15, and 16. 
As new technology continues to drive our industry forward, the WABE 

convention provides an excellent opportunity for you to view the newest 
equipment, understand the latest industry trends and technology, and net- 
work with your peers. With the deadline to "go digital" approaching fast, 
you won't want to miss this exciting opportunity to educate yourself. 

This is simply the best educational opportunity going! Both exhibitor and delegate registration forms 
can be found online at www.wabe.ca. 

Here are some deadlines to keep in mind: 
Delegate Early Registration Deadline is September 10. 

Also, please note that our hotel cut-off is September 13. This means that you must have your room 
booked by September 13 to get the WABE rate. You can phone the hotel at 1 -800 -RESERVE to make your 
reservation. Be sure to tell them you are with WABE. 

Do you have any great ideas for paper presentations? We always search for informative papers for TV, 

Radio, and IT. If you have any ideas regarding paper topics, please forward them to: 
Television and IT-Andrew Selwood at andrew.selwood@corusent.com. 
Radio-Doug Mattice at dmattice@newcap.ca. 
We look forward to seeing all of you at the Fantasyland Hotel in Edmonton from October 14, 15, and 16. 

WABE President Peter Gillespie is VP of Engineering and Operations of Vancouver's channel m (CHNM-TV). He may 
be contacted by e-mail at pgillespie@channelm.ca. 

RADIO FREQUENCY SYSTEMS 

CELLFLEX® foam -dielectric cables combine a remarkable flexibility with 
high strength and superior electrical performance. 
The cable construction allows for easy handling & easy connector preparation. Used as antenna feeders, 
cabling of antenna arrays, radio equipment interconnections, jumper assemblies or indoor applications, 
CELLFLEX provides a reliable and technically superior solution for many wireless applications. 

High flexibility 
High crush resistance 
Very low attenuation 

High power rating 
Longitudinal uniformity 
Resistant to hostile environments 

CELLFLEX is now in stock at Power & Tel and can be cut to custom lengths and 
pre-connectorized to save you time and money. 

For everything in broadcast, think Power & Tel. 

1.800.369.5086 Canada wide I 1.800.369.5087 Otichcr. j www.ptsupply.ca 

Power 
Tel 
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The Western Association of Broadcasters would like to thank 
our sponsors who made our 73rd annual convention possible 
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A special thank you to the Delta Lodge at Hananaskis for being our long-term hotel provider and sponsoring our dinner wine this year! DELTA 
LODGE AT KANANASKIS 

u IOU reuAWARD 

The Western Association of Broadcasters recognizes and honours this year's winners of the WAB wA8 Gold Medal Awards! The Gold Medal Awards are presented to WAB member stations for outstanding 

contributions to the Canadian broadcasting industry in the area of community service. 

The Radio Gold Medal winner for 2007 

is C95-Rawlco Radio Saskatoon for 

their Breast Cancer Radio Marathon. 

The Television Gold Medal winner 

for 2007 is Citytv Calgary "Bras 

for the Cause" for breast cancer. 

Citytv 

The WAB Friend of Broadcasting Award was presented 

for 2007 to Bruce and Deirdre Hamstead for their 
years of service with WAB. 

The 2007 Western Association 

of Broadcasters Broadcaster of 

the Year is Harry Dekker, in 

memoriam. 

Barbara Cram is our Honourary 

Life Member. 

Our WAB 2008 Convention will be June 6 - 8, 2008 in Kananaskis, Alberta - Save the Date! 
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GR(: RODGERHARDINGRODGERHARDINGRODGERHARDINGRODGERHARDIN( 

Enjoyment in the workplace 

Rodger Harding, a former lawyer and diplo- 
mat, is a business leadership and corporate 
intelligence awareness consultant. He may 
be reached by phone at (416) 962-6700, by 
e-mail at rodger@hardingintelligence.com, 
or at his Web site www.Hardinglntl.com. 

Arecent Globe & Mail sur - 
vey of 8,250 readers indi- 
cated that only 26% of 

Canadians placed engagement 
or fulfilment as what mattered 
most about their jobs. An over- 
whelming 51% cited the pay 
cheque as the highest priority, 
with the balance of five per cent 
preferring title/status and six per 
cent benefits/perks. 

While not a great aficionado of polls, 
the results struck me as being somewhat 
in agreement with my own deductions 
after consulting to several thousand peo- 
ple over the last decade. In our own indus- 
try I regularly encounter achievers who, 
in mid -career, find that they are unhappy 
despite their success. Trapped in lifestyle 
commitments and family obligations, 
focus is unequivocally on the next pay 
cheque. Many seem to regard workplace 
enjoyment as a youthful ideal that has 
no place in the real world. Clearly, there 
is no entitlement to enjoyment as a career 
priority. Would not such a person, over 

time, erode their own ability to fully apply 
their excellence and competencies? 

Logically, then, enjoyment/happiness 
is a vital ingredient in the career fulfilment 
recipe! 

Listening to the successful and happy 
people I deal with, I have distilled what I 

believe to be the sequential criteria for 
career enjoyment/happiness: 

Knowledge and full investment of core - 
competencies (using oneself to the 
fullest) 
Conscious pursuit of enjoyment 
Like-minded validation (making sure 
the employer/team of choice is able to 
accommodate both skill -set and per- 
sonality) 
Adequate compensation 
Evolution (the opportunity to grow 

individual who simply says: "I want to 
enjoy my work... and this is what it will 
take to make me happy!" 

Encouraging people to explore this ap- 
proach takes persuasion. Strange! 

Equally interesting is the indignant 
reaction when organizations insist on a 
series of interviews to establish the right 
fit. Few would marry someone after the 
first date... why would they then sign up 
with a company about which they know 
so little? Perhaps if enjoyment was a firm 
objective, applicants might be keener on 
finding the right environment, as opposed 
to the right pay cheque? 

Stressing the desire to be fully engaged 
and happy is one of the best ways of self 
marketing and establishing worth in the 
eyes of the prospective employer. Would 

Are you prepared to be who you are/want 
to be, or will you insist on becoming who 
you are expected to be? 

professionally/personally) 
The old adage "Be careful what you 

ask for..." is directly relevant here. If the 
primary career objective is securing the 
biggest chunk of cash possible, then can 
any individual expect full competency 
investment, enjoyment and a like-mind- 
ed environment to automatically follow? 

Although the above criteria seem ob- 
vious, they come at a price. Well -paying 
organizations, of necessity, often have 
rigid expectations as to each individual 
role. Obedience and adherence to process 
are required to a greater degree than the 
more entrepreneurial/creative environ- 
ments that have traditionally less -attrac- 
tive compensation packages. 

Deciding what price one is willing to 
pay for investing in the right environment 
requires a great deal of ongoing introspec- 
tion and objective setting. Most happy 
professionals I know have, at some point, 
decided to de -prioritize the pay cheque 
in order to achieve greater levels of self - 
investment and enjoyment. 

In today's vortex of business net- 
working, branding, business messages, 
professional resumes/cover-letters and 
interviews, I seldom come across an 

anyone want to work for an organization 
that found this odd or a tall order? We are 
not robots, nor are we slaves/prisoners. We 
are humans with unique personalities that 
need to be accommodated if we are to be 
productive and happy. 

Our industry attracts a higher propor- 
tion than most of people who desire to 
invest both creativity/original thinking 
and business acumen. Many need to 
simultaneously execute, manage and cre- 
ate in order to fully enjoy their work. 

Frustratingly this is not always possi- 
ble in environments where content and 
strategy are dictated by financial people 
in remote boardrooms. People who find 
themselves in this situation will be faced 
with the task of balancing out profession- 
al integrity and career enjoyment against 
corporate process. 

Needless to say, there is no right or 
wrong here. People are free to follow their 
own minds and, pay the price for choices 
made. Perhaps the keystone for enjoyment 
lies in the challenge I always put to stu- 
dents on the brink of professional careers: 
"Are you prepared to be who you are/ 
want to be, or will you insist on becom- 
ing who you are expected to be?" 
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Business, boxing and 
ageless excellence 

Iwas put in my place recent- 
ly, and I have to say I'm ab- 
solutely delighted about it. 

I've always fancied myself to be fairly 
active and fit, for my advancing age. No, 
I'm not part of the mid-life marathon 
crowd, but I like to think that an occa- 
sional game of ice hockey, commuting 
by bicycle and jogging if all else fails, 
should give me at least a few fitness 
brownie points among the over -50 set. 

This small measure of smugness was 
shattered recently when I met a force 
of nature and my new personal hero, 
Margaret Sarrasin, founder of MI's Fine 
Foods. It was getting to know her at a 
reception marking the opening of nomi- 
nations for the Canadian Women's 
Entrepreneur Awards that made me real- 
ize how incredibly tame and convention- 
al my outlook and expectations of life 
have been, how unadventurous! 

I got chatting with Margaret as she ex- 
plained her business to a young woman 
at the party. I was intrigued by the story 
about a business that started out as a 
home -based, part-time venture, making 
the difficult leap to a successful, fast-grow- 
ing, full-blown enterprise that is now turn- 
ing over more than five million dollars a 
year. 

So, along with my co -conversational- 
ist, Charmian Love (remember that name 
-she is just graduating with a Harvard 
MBA and is among the best and bright- 
est of a new wave of young women lead- 
ers), we started asking questions. 

How did you find the capital? How 
did you retain control of the company? 
How did you develop distribution of an 
organic specialty product with a startling- 
ly short shelf life? 

What I learned in that one, short con- 
versation has inspired me and given me 
a whole new vision of what it means to 
be courageous and follow your passions. 

We heard about Margaret's struggle to 
get capital, how she had to trade a signif- 
icant interest in her company for capital 

in the early days, and how she then had 
to fight hard to keep control over the com- 
pany when her minority partners wanted 
to take a majority position. She later faced 
another difficult decision to trade off the 
high cost of subordinate debt financing 
as an alternative to cheaper capital that 
required giving up equity. 

Despite having no business experi- 
ence, she stayed true to her vision of the 
business in a number of instances. She 
flatly refused to add preservatives to ex- 

tend the shelf life of her product when 
more than one major distributor sug- 
gested that it was h. peless to try to mar- 
ket a product tha was so apparently 
ephemeral. I could see the gleam in her 
eye when she told us she turned them 
down flat. She looked positively mis- 
chievous as she de 'bed how they later 
came back to her . d started ordering 
her product like m: d, convinced by the 
brisk turnover rat that other retailers 
carrying her produi had enjoyed. 

Then came the incher. How did we 
get onto the subject . f age? I have no idea, 
but I had assumed at I was talking to a 
woman somewhere in her mid to late 50s 
and was already i pressed that she had 
taken on the chall : nge of entrepreneur- 
ship relatively late in life. I was astonished 
when this elegant receptionist -turned - 
entrepreneur told us she was 67. 

Realizing that she was a decade older 
than she looked, I çouldn't help but ask 
about her fitness regime. Her answer was 
shocking and delightful as she casually 
mentioned that he new fitness passion 
was boxing. Yes, b 'ng. 

I was truly hu bled. One conversa- 
tion with Margare suddenly opened a 
whole different vis that belied my lim- 
ited view that life er a certain age was 
likely to be a stead process of diminish- 
ing possibilities. H r example speaks to 
the power of role models who think out- 
side the box, who Idoñ t lake no for an 
answer and who follow their passions, no 
matter how daunting. 

Towards the end of the conversation, 

Stephanie 
MacKendrick is 

president of 
Canadian Women in 

Communications. 
She may be reached 

at mackend@cwc- 
afc.com or (416) 

363-1880, extension 

302. 

Margaret flexed a bicep for us. It was 
impressive by any standard and enough 
to make anyone think twice about going 
a few rounds with Margaret Sarrasin, 
whether in the boxing ring or as a spe- 
cialty foods competitor. Strong, fearless 
and fun; that's the kind of woman I want 
to be when I grow up. 
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I remember 
Iarrived at CHUM on Valentine's Day 1968. I was hired b Alan Waters and 
Larry Solway to assist Larry with his responsibilities as Programming 
so that he could devote more time to his telephone talk show, Speak Your 

Mind. 
I had had a lot of exposure to some incredible top 40 ra o stations before 

coming to CHUM, induding CITY Winnipeg, CHED and CJ in Edmonton. 
CHUM could not hold a candle to any of them at that time. 

In fact, CHLO St. Thomas-where I served as a rookie program director 
prior to coming to Toronto-would have given CHUM a run for its money 
thanks to a terrific signal, beautifully sung PAMS jingles, production by Bob 
Greene and the late Chuck Riley, and outstanding on -air . ersonnel includ- 
ing Arlene Dee, Hal Weaver, Paul Ski and Chuck McCoy. 

BY J. ROBERT WOOD 

CHUM 

I had heard CHUM briefly in visits to Toronto 
prior to 1968. I always found the station to be very 
hokey sounding, with a poor technical sound, weak 
format execution and a number of jocks whose 
sound was not suited to Top 40. 

So it came as no surprise when I arrived to dis- 
cover that the internal operation of the station was 
in disarray. When the legendary Allan Slaight 
departed a few years earlier, Mr. Waters appointed 
a committee to oversee the operation of the sta- 
tion. It didn't work. Things didn't get much better 
under Larry Solway, who was simply too busy with 
his talk show and other responsibilities to devote 
the time and attention needed to produce great 
programming. 
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Before we knew it, Foster Hewitt's 
CKFH had begun to make inroads. In 
order to blunt the impact it was having 
in the market, we hired Jack Armstrong 
-arguably the most electrifying and 
fastest talking DJ in America-to do 
evenings. From the first moment Jack 
went on the air, he was a BIG hit with lis- 
teners. 

The "quick fix" worked. Jack single- 
handedly turned things around for us at 
a time when CHUM was vulnerable. 

Mr. Waters initiated other key changes 
to further strengthen the station. He 
brought in Fred Sherratt from the 
Halifax operation as vice-president, and 
hired Ted Randal as program consultant, 
to help lead the re -building process. 

Unfortunately, Jack's time at CHUM 
was short-lived. In a pre-emptive strike 
against CKFH, we decided to adopt many 
of the trappings of the Drake format. The 
free -wheeling, unstructured CHUM sound 
that varied wildly from jock to jock was 
replaced by a more disciplined, uniform 
approach with more emphasis on music. 
Though he could have executed the new 
format better than anybody, Jack had no 
interest in this style of radio and soon 
left. 

Birth Of A New Era 

Enter Tom Rivers. 
I had heard Tom Rivers on a monitor 

trip to Windsor/Detroit. He was doing 
evenings at WKNR. I knew from the 
moment I heard him that he would be 
the perfect replacement for Jack. He was 
young, hip, fast. And he sounded like a 
rebel, which is precisely what he was! 

Rivers was a great discovery for us 
(like finding a number one draft pick 
that everyone else had overlooked). Tom 
took over the key 6-9 pm slot, and would 
quickly "own" Toronto in that time period. 

Other great talents followed: Roger 
Ashby, J. Michael Wilson, Johnny 
Mitchell, Hal Weaver, Scott Carpenter, 
Terry Steele, John Rode, Duke Roberts, 
Chuck McCoy, Mike Cooper, John 
Majhor, Dude Walker, Pat Riley, Daryl B, 

Jim Van Home, Mike Holland, Bob 
Magee, Don Reagan, JD Roberts, Steve 
Elliot, Dave Charles and Russ McCloud. 
Only Jay Nelson, Bob Laine and Duff 
Roman remained from the old regime. 

Jay Nelson did the morning show for 
many years, and was the franchise before 
we were able to build a team around him. 
Laine did mid -days before becoming 
Manager of CHUM -FM and later CFRW 
Winnipeg. He is one of the funniest 

Jim Van Horne, i;ott Carpenter, 
Ti rry Steele (seate I and roger Ashby 

Standing: tons Rivers, Roger Ashby, John Rode, 

Chuck N.cCoy and Scott Carpenter 
and Johnnie Mitchell 

Front row: Vr. Von Regan, Jay Nelson 

Roger Ashby, Torn River:, Johnnie Mitchell, Chuck McCoy, 
John Rode, J. Micbael Wilson and Jay Nelson 

What would have 
Canadian radio 

been without 
CHUM? 

Congratulations 
on your first 50 years. 

Onward to your 
first century! 

www.rescanada.com 
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public speakers I've ever heard. Why he 
never pursued a career in mornings is 

still a mystery to me. Duff Roman would 
eventually become program director of 
CHUM -FM and later served as point per- 
son to the CRTC and the industry, but it 

wouldn't matter where he was assigned 
he could do it all. 

Many of these great performers came 
to CHUM when they were still in their 
early 20s and relatively inexperienced. But, 

oh, how they could entertain. In those 
days, the announcers talked over the intros 
and extros of 12-15 songs per hour. Still, 

oS n!pnt/ Nf so!uoaloa!3 lsepeoi8 opioala!Q . tPi>eo . 

they managed to make each of those 
intros and extros interesting and enter- 
taining in some way, yet scream with 
excitement! 

Recruiting Top Talent 
We always tried to hire "morning 

men" for every shift. One of the jocks we 
discovered in Detroit sounded good on 
tape, but failed the interview when we 
brought him to Toronto to meet over 
lunch. He simply did not have the per- 
sonality, sense of humour or presence 
that our guys had. So when he called 

Scott ,S,tudios Dielectric Bext Audemat-Aztec KLZ Scala-Kathrein 'amati,.. 

R.berta Hunt has been involved with the radio and communications. 
ir_dustrr for almost 20 years. Her background as a production man- 
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and experience to understand real world needs, plus the teehrscai 
aptitude to deliver solutions. Put our newest high energy; problem 
solver to work for you! 

We Are Broadcast Engineering! 

Call toll FREE 888-508-4677 www_pippintech.com 

back a week later, we had to tell him we 
did not feel his sound was right for us. 
His name was Howard Stern. 

Dick Smyth led the re -building pro- 
cess in news. 

We hired Dick from CKLW in Windsor. 
He was a perfect fit for the job. He had 
an authoritative, Top 40 delivery, knew 
how to run a big league news department, 
and had the kind of intensity that we 
needed to build a great news operation. 
People joked about his practice of throw- 
ing typewriters across the room in a fit of 
anger, but 1 always took that as a mark of 
his passion for making the news great. 

In sports, we were blessed with per- 
sonalities who were every bit as colour- 
ful as the icon of the day, Howard Cosell. 
Our first hire in sports was Dave Wright, 
followed later by Brian Williams, Rick 
Hodge and Brian Henderson. 

Argonaut Coach Leo Cahill and Leaf 
Coach Howie Meeker provided special- 
ized coverage to augment regular reports. 

Production Key Asset 
One of CHUM's greatest assets was its 

production department. One of the bright 
lights in those years was Production 
Director Doug Thompson. Doug had that 
magic touch in production, could pro- 
duce incredible numbers of commercials 
without allowing the quality to suffer, 
and was in production what they refer to 
in jazz as a true "Master". 

Doug left to pursue opportunities in 
Los Angeles, but returned a few years lat- 
er to play a vital role in the development 
of CHt1M's many rockumentaries. 

Doug was followed by Warren Cosford, 
who played an invaluable role in rebuild- 
ing the traffic/copy/production infrastruc- 
ture of the station. He was also responsible 
for assembling a crack team of operators 
who provided near -flawless execution of 
CHUM's fast -paced, high-energy sound 
that was a hallmark of Top 40 in those days. 

Warren hired guys with talent and 
character. They were instrumental not 
only in running a tight board, but in help- 
ing to inspire the jocks to give it their all 
every time they turned on the micro- 
phone. Colin Kennedy, Bob Humenick, 
Rick Hunter, John Tucker, Ken Porteous, 
Brad Jones, Zeke Zdebiak, Rick Hallson, 
Bob McMillan and many other great ops 
gave CHUM the execution of a winner. 

We also engaged top freelance voice- 
over talent to narrate our music docu- 
mentaries, contests and promotions and 
station IDs. Charlie Van Dyke (KHI), Gary 
Gears (WLS) and Chuck Riley (who would 
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go on to become the voice of ABC televi- 
sion) were among the great voice talents 
who contributed to the sound of CHUM. 

CHUM was also blessed with some 
great writers. When Larry Solway and 
Garry Ferrier left, we were fortunate to be 
able to replace them with new, up-and- 
coming talents, including Bill McDonald 
(who would later move to Los Angeles to 
work with Chuck Blore), and Larry 
Maclnnis, who had the talent, passion 
and tenacity to build himself into one of 
the pre-eminent writers in radio today. 

CHUM was also a leader in adding 
women to the programming mix. Mary 
Ann Carpentier did traffic on the morn- 
ing show with Jay Nelson and later co - 
hosted mornings with Tom Rivers. Jeannie 
Becker was hired as our community 
reporter. The great Marilyn Dennis had 
not yet arrived on the scene, but oh how 
we could have used her at different 
stages of our evolution. 

The Power of CHUM 
By the early seventies, most of the re- 

building process was well underway, if 
not complete (although we never were 
able to do much with that signal). At its 
peak, CHUM commanded an audience 
of nearly 1.5 million people. 

We often referred to CHUM on the air 
as Canada's Number One Music Station. 
But its influence was greater than any 
slogan could convey, or that any of us 
could comprehend. 

Such was the power of CHUM that 
record companies lined up to have their 
records played and listed on the CHUM 
chart. With a weekly distribution of 
120,000 copies, the CHUM chart was a 
key factor in promoting record sales. 
Each time a new song was added to the 
chart, record companies received orders 
from record stores all over Canada 
totalling in excess of 50,000 copies of 
the record in the first week alone. 

Artists such as Elton John, the Beach 
Boys, the Osmonds and the Jackson Five 
dropped in to the station to serve as 
guest DJs for an hour and take requests 
and dedications from listeners. 

Other acts such as the Rolling Stones 
invited us to host their famous El 

Mocambo appearance when they came 
to Toronto in search of an audience for 
the production of a live album. And who 
would believe that on at least two differ- 
ent occasions, CHUM attracted over 
90,000 fans to see the Bay City Rollers 
appear live as part of its free summer 
concert series at Nathan Phillips Square? 

CHUM was also known for non-stop 
contests and promotions. 

One of the biggest contests we ever 
ran was "Don't Say Hello". Listeners won 
$1,000 by answering their phone, "I lis- 
ten to CHUM" when CHUM called. The 
contest became so popular that by the 
time we had been running it for nearly a 

year, every fifth phone call we made was 
a winner. In a city of 2.5 million people, 
that meant that over half a million peo- 
ple were answering their telephone with 
the "phrase that pays". 

Another contest that stands out was 

the Five Car Giveaway. We offered a car a 

week over a five week period. To win, lis- 
teners simply had to be the 100th caller 
when we opened the lines. By the fifth 
week, we had so many people trying to 
call that telephone exchanges started 
crashing all over the city. We received a 
visit a few days later from Bell telephone 
officials who told us that people as far 
away as Kitchener, Peterborough and St. 

Catharines would get a busy signal by the 
time they dialled the third digit to make 
a local call, and that the phone system got 
backed up all the way to New York City. 
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Marjorie and Al Waters 

Fred Ennis 

Duff Roman 

tick Mxray 

Brian Williams 

Bob Laine 

Some of the CHUM people from 
that time as they are today... 

Apparently, not since the assassina- 
tion of John F. Kennedy had the North 
American telephone system been so over- 
loaded. Bell told us that until they could 
install a new, high -capacity exchange, we 
would have to dear all contests with them 
or they would discontinue our telephone 
service. Needless to say, we obliged. 

One promotion that surprised us in 
terms of the appeal it generated was 
"Canadian Graffiti"-a Sunday night 
oldies show that was spawned by the 
movie, American Graffiti. 

Under Scott Carpenter-and later 
Wolfman Jack-the show became a huge 
favourite in Toronto. Each year, in an ef- 
fort to promote the show, we organized 
the "CHUM Annual Graffiti Parade and 
Greaser's Ball". We invited listeners to 
bring their 50s and 60s custom antique 
cars to the parking lot at Yorkdale Mall 
in the north end of the city and departed 
from there along Yonge Street to Nathan 
Phillips Square, where we held a free 
concert featuring Freddie Cannon and 
other acts from that period. 

The Yorkdale parking lot was filled to 

Jim Van Horne and an Blakely 

Pat St. John 

Phil Stone 

Sec it renter 

Milly Moriak 

Derek Lynd 
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overflowing (at least 5,000 cars were 
counted, and hundreds more were trying 
to get into the lot). The parade itself was 
at least five miles long, with people lined 
up two and three deep in many places 
along the route. At Nathan Phillips Square, 
over 50,000 people were present for the 
concert. 

One of our most enduring promo- 
tions was the Christmas Wish. In 1968, a 
number of American stations were run- 
ning a Christmas Wish promotion in 
which they were granting listeners their 
"Christmas Wish". We turned the idea 

around and asked listeners to bring toys, 
food or articles of clothing to CHUM to 
help make Christmas Wishes come true 
for needy families. 

The response was overwhelming and 
the promotion-now in its 39th year-is 
still going strong. 

Rock Documentaries 
CHUM was also renowned for its rock 

documentaries. 
CHUM produced the 28 -hour History 

of Rock, a 64 -hour Evolution of Rock, a 10 - 

hour Story of Elvis, a 12 -hour Story of the 
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Beatles, and the year-end top 100 featur- 
ing interviews with the artists and news- 
makers of the year. These programs played 
all over Canada, the United States and 
around the world. The Evolution of Rock 

was featured on a major station in vir- 
tually all of the top 100 markets in the 
U.S., and in major markets in New 
Zealand, Australia, South Africa and 
England. 

We also produced a 35 -minute CHUM 
History of Rock video that we rolled out 
to every high school in Toronto. Because 
of its educational nature, we were allowed 
to present the show during school hours 
in the school auditorium. 

The show started slowly with an exam- 
ination of rock in its early years. But as 
the show went on, the music became hot- 
ter and more current, eventually culmi- 
nating in a playback of some of the biggest 
hits of the day. As the music reached a 
fever pitch in darkened auditoriums, the 
kids were on their chairs roaring as each 
new artist exploded onto the screen. 

In those days, we used to say that the 
future of CHUM depended upon people 
who have yet to graduate. CHUM pursued 
that philosophy for many years, super 
serving the youth of Toronto at a time 
when youth were the largest and most 
sought-after demographic. This philoso- 
phy served us well. CHUM was the cen- 
tre of the universe for a whole generation 
of kids for many years. 

What made CHUM so special? Well, 
clearly, the planets had to be in perfect 
alignment to make possible circumstances 
that gave rise to CHUM-including the 
birth of the Top 40 format, the tidal wave 
of baby boomers that were just entering 
their teen years, and the flowering of rock 
'n' roll led by Elvis. 

But CHUM's success was also due to 
the talented men and women who work- 
ed there. On the air and behind the scenes, 
CHUM was blessed with an exceptional 
group of people who contributed to its 
success through their talent, their passion 
and their commitment to excellence. 
They were the heart and soul of CHUM. 

On the occasion of the 50th anniver- 
sary of CHUM's launch as a top 40 sta- 
tion, the staff gathered to mark the 
occasion. I salute them all. They-and 
their husbands and wives who support- 
ed them-were what made CHUM great. 

J. Robert Wood provides management 
consulting services to radio broadcasters 

across Canada. He may be contacted by 

e-mail at jrwood@rogers.com. 
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Engaged'' Why bother? 
Engagement, Emotions and 
the Power of Radio, the 
latest in the Radio Adver- 

tising Effectiveness Lab's series 
of studies, is intended to keep 
radio research current with 
trends in other advertising re- 
search, as well as to help us bet- 
ter understand how radio works 
more than whether it works. 

To that end, the study employed facial 
EMG: the measurement of facial musde 
contractions through carefully placed elec- 
trodes over specific muscle groups on the 
surface of the skin. Two EMG measures 
were taken-the positive zygomatic mea- 
sure of the smile muscle and the negative 
corrugator measure of the brow frown 
muscle. Researchers also included a more 
traditional excitement or arousal measure 
based on skin conductance. This allowed 
for the measurement of a positive or 
negative emotion (through the smile or 
frown); as well as the strength of the emo- 
tion, as measured by skin conductance. 

So, does the ad touch me emotional- 
ly? If so, to what degree? 

Recent work in neurophysiology sug- 
gests information processing takes place 
largely outside of conscious awareness. As 
such, not everything that consumers feel 
about advertising can be expressed in 
words or pictures. A full understanding of 
emotional responses to advertising needs 
to go beyond what a consumer knows how 
to explain or illustrate, hence the need to 
capture emotional reactions at a deeper, 
pre -cognitive level. 

Subjects were asked to listen or view 
matching radio and television ads which 
were found to otherwise be comparable 
by conventional methods of copy testing. 
The ads were tested in context: respon- 
dents were permitted to select which pro- 
gramming the advertising would be part 
of to ensure they were already emotion- 
ally predisposed to the programming ele- 
ment. They were under the assumption 
they were evaluating the programming, 
not the advertising it contained. 

The study concluded that radio ads 
demonstrated positive emotional impact 

equal to their television counterparts, with 
an equivalent overall excitement level. But 
what value is there in achieving emotion- 
al impact if there's no benefit to the adver- 
tiser? You must trigger emotion to get the 
sale, but simply stimulating emotion 
doesn't guarantee the sale. 

The missing link is a measure of the 
results-how successful was the advertis- 
ing? Unfortunately, we'll probably never 
know. This study is big on the "what hap- 
pened", but not the "how", because the 
actual creative tested is never revealed. Was 
anonymity necessary to gain permission 
to use the creative for research purposes? 
Who would agree to be publidy criticized 
for work that ranked poorly with the con- 
sumers it was intended to sway? 

Otherwise, this begs the question 
"why bother"? 

Instead we continue to rely on old- 
fashioned experience to guide us. One 
advertiser that is making the phones light 
up like Vegas offers to properly measure 
a woman before it sells her a bra, thus 
ensuring a proper fit and a potentially 
more flattering look. Is the response be- 
cause we are misled into believing we can 
achieve a better appearance without the 
requisite diet and exercise? Or is it because 
this advertiser chose a service element 
that any store could offer, but features 
it prominently, thereby making it the 
unique selling proposition? 

Analysing the script, I would say it is 
working because of that USP, the bene- 
fits and the optimism that the results are 
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within reach of the average female con- 
sumer. Not particularly scientific, but prob- 
ably closer to reality than any research 
will ever get us. 

The research paper suggests that 
engagement-that is how radio commer- 
cials affect consumer emotions-may 
become the new planning metric, com- 
plementing and possibly replacing fre- 
quency in media plans. If one considers 
that having a magazine subscription does- 
n't necessarily mean I read the magazine, 
but it is counted anyway, it carries some 
weight. Similarly, if a station has a large 
audience it doesn't mean the audience is 
emotionally engaged. 

If we can demonstrate engagement as 
well as numbers we may have the win- 
ning formula advertisers are so desperate- 
ly seeking. Or, we may just be left feeling 
warm and fuzzy without ever really know- 
ing why. 

STL Problems 

S.W. L41VIS 

...our RF lab can test, repair and calibrate your 
Moseley, Marti orTFT STL system. We also 
service modulation monitors, phase monitors 
and FM exciters. 

BroadcastTechnical Services Limited 
Phone: 604.255.2200 Fax: 604.255.4083 
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Jeff Woods: 200th anniversary 
There's no need to start 
sending birthday cards 
with large print, because 

Jeff Woods isn't really that old. 
It's his radio program that's 
celebrating. Actually, the 200th 
episode of Legends Of Classic 
Roch aired in May, but then 
came summer re -runs so the 
program isn't far beyond that 
magic number now. 

This is the sixth year for Legends, and 
Jeff is every bit as proud of episode 200 
as he is with the very first one back in 
2001. During a conversation in his Corns 
office at Yonge and Dundas in downtown 
Toronto, Jeff told me how it all began. 

"The show's concept came about during 
a smoke break (remember them?) at Q107's 
then studios in North York. Stu, a co-worker 
and I were discussing Alan Cross and his 

"Ongoing History Of New Music" program, 
which I was a huge fan of. Anyway, Stu says 

to me, 'Why don't we do something similar 
to that for classic rock?' I thought it was a 

wonderful idea. So within two weeks there 
was a show on Q called "Legends Of Classic 
Rock': 

Initially, Jeff wrote all of the programs, 
but his time was extremely limited and, 
eventually, he took on a co -writer. 

"I wrote the first 70 episodes or so, but 
time being what it is-it takes a lot of com- 

mitment to research and fact find-so I found 
a wonderful guy named Andrew Burns, who 

works at Q in Toronto as an imaging writer, 

and we wrote the program together. Andrew 
brings a different perspective to it because he's 

10 years younger than I am, but equally as 

passionate about music." 
Both the daily vignette version and the 

weekly hour-long Legends Of Classic Rock 

air on nearly a dozen stations across the 
country. Woods has even started a Legends 

blog for fans. 
"I try to relate stories that maybe didn't 

make it to air about meeting these artists that 
I'm privileged to interview. The feedback from 
the audience has been substantial. I recently 
got into a discussion about artists in advertis- 

ing, I run polls and ask questions like, 'What's 
your favourite album cover?' or 'Your favourite 
Saturday morning wake-up album?', things 
like that." 

Jeff says he doesn't see the program 
coming to an end anytime soon. 

"During the past few years, I've met kids 

12 years old-and some even younger- 
whose favourite artist is limi Hendrix or Led 

Zeppelin and you realize that this program 
could still be there for the kids of those kids. 

So yeah, I believe it can go on indefinitely. By 

the way, a lot of the great show ideas come 

from the listeners. We get suggestions every 

day of the week and we try and fulfill as many 
requests as we possibly can." 

Jeffs come a long way in the years 
since his first on -air gig at Fanshawe 
College in London, Ontario. "I think I 

made about five bucks an hour, but that 
was my start." 

After graduation in 1985, he landed 

With Sundance Digital, good broad- 
casting and good business go hand 
in hand. Our automation software 
can improve the efficiency, accuracy, 
productivity and profitability of your 
broadcast and news operations. 
How's that for smart thinking? 

SUNDANCI 
DIGITAL 
A Part of Avid 

BROADCAST AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS 

www.sundancedigital.com 972.444.8442 
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the overnight shift at Q104 Halifax. Sony 
Music is also on his resume, along with 
Q 107 Toronto in several capacities, includ- 
ing program director. In 2003, he took 
on the programmer's job at CFOX and 
Rock 101 Vancouver, but eventually re- 

turned to Toronto to his current position 
as Content and Programming Director 
for Corns Radio Interactive. 

"My day-to-day consists largely of re -pur- 
posing radio content for the websites. Most 
often, I'm trying to find original ways to ex- 

pand the personalities of our radio stations 
and to extend their brand online, but also to 

extend the music, which has always been my 
passion. 

"So what can we do online that we can't 
do on the radio? Well, we can do things like 

go to LA and film the 40th anniversary of The 

Doors playing at The Whiskey, the club where 

it all started and we can talk with founding 
member Ray Manzarek about those historic 
days. That's the kind of things we do." 

Jeff also loves voice imaging for sta- 
tions. His personal website is jeffwoods 
voice.com. 

Jeff Woods has many passions. A pas- 
sion for music. A passion for radio. A 

passion for quality. And that passion is 

contagious. 
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Immigrant Black seeks position 

Andrew Cardozo chairs the New Canada 

Institute. He was a CRTC Commissioner from 

1997 through 2003. He may be reached by 

e-mail at andrewcardozo@sympatico.ca. 

Okay, so let's imagine you 
are an immigration of- 
ficer at the Citizenship 

and Immigration office in down- 
town Ottawa and you get an 
application from a British citi- 
zen by the name of Conrad 
Moffat Black, Baron Black of 
Crossharbour, PC, OC, KCSG 
(born 25 August 1944). 

When time permits, you assess it. 
Canada is short of skilled workers in 

many professions, so immigrants with 
skills are usually welcome. 

So let's check out his claims. 
Profession: Baron/Lord, House of 

Lords, United Kingdom. Well, we can't do 
much with him here. We don't quite have 
one of those Houses here. We have a 

Senate, but they don't wear crazy red fur- 
ry tunics. Besides he will need a certified 
job offer from an employer stating that 
no one else in Canada is qualified to do 
the job. 

Given that Prime Minister Stephen 
Harper has only made one Senate ap- 
pointment (and that was to a fellow elect- 
ed for the job), one can make the argu- 
ment that he is having a hard time finding 
qualified people. But talk to the hundreds 
of Senate aspirants and they have consid- 
erable resumés to prove their suitability. 

Other professions: Now if you are a 

kind immigration officer, and you want 
to give this guy a chance, you look fur- 
ther into his resumé and find it impres- 
sive. Media baron! Hey, there's something 
that could work. But where? How can he 
be a media baron here? Just about every- 
thing is bought up by existing media 
barons and the profession is facing less 
and less openings. 

Well, we can consider family and, hey 
look, his wife is a Canadian citizen. They 
are truly made for each other and any 
claims of a marriage of convenience are 
just inane. 

Let's check her out. She's got a job. A 

magazine columnist? Uh oh! We all know 
magazine columnists are paid slave wages 
(publisher, please note). Could she really af- 

ford to keep him on her columnist salary, 
and word is she has expensive tastes of her 
own. Seemed well decked out throughout 
a recent trial in Chicago and never wore 
repeats. 
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Now let's look at some other factors. 
Would Conrad fit into Canadian soci- 

ety? Well, he's been kind of rude about 
most of us, our working habits and our 
values. Do we really need another snooty 
Brit coming here telling us how to run 
our lives? Another immigrant trying to 
change our society, telling us how to live 
and how we have to change to suit them. 
Wanting us all to wear those furry red suits 
for formal affairs, carry boxes out of our 
offices on a Sunday afternoon, hold posh 
birthday parties on the expense account. 

No, no. Santa Claus comes once a year, 
we prefer brief cases or back packs, and we 
did the sponsorship scandal. Been there, 
done that, dumped the government! 

And let's not even begin talking about 
his views on Canadian journalists-not 
including his spouse, of course. Lazy left 
wing bunch! 

History of philanthropy or sharing? 
None to speak of. No schools named after 
him like the Asper School of Business or 
a Bell Centre for hockey. No hospital 
wards or community swimming pools. 
But he apparently had so much money! 

Language ability? Is comprehensible 
some of the time, but seems to use a lot 
of "foreign" words that locals don't under- 
stand. Makes it difficult to communicate 
with him in the workplace. Maybe he 
could enroll in English -as -a second -lan- 
guage classes to learn Canadian English 
more suitable to Canadian workplaces. 

So, here's the best I can come up with: 
Once his legal troubles are cleared up, I 

think we arrange for him and Lady Black 
to manage a parking lot at King and John 
in downtown Toronto. He knows a lot of 
people and they can help in his integra- 
tion. After all we allow a lot of Ph.Ds 
with good skills to do just that across the 
country. I'm guessing there are a few lot 
owners who would gladly sign such a 

job offer. 
On the other issue of spending some 

time in the big house when he gets here? 
If he doesn't have a home when he ar- 
rives, I suggest we allow him to stay at 
emergency housing for refugees at night. 
The clientele are very nice, often highly 
educated and can use big words too, in 
just about any language. 
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Social responsibility and radio 
BY GARY BELGRAVE 

There is a renewed interest 
in the topic of corporate 
social responsibility and it 

occurred to me that the radio 
industry has been a leader in 
this area for decades. Radio sta- 
tions have always been the voice 
and conscience of the commu- 
nities they serve, and have never 
taken this responsibility lightly. 

Advertisers can take advantage of 
radio's standing in the community and 
reap the benefits of partnering with a 

strong local brand. 
Successful brands make the con- 

sumer's choice easy and are perceived as 
low risk. There is no shortage of options 
for consumers today; this is generally 
considered to be a positive trend. A mul- 
titude of choice does present a problem; 
having to make more decisions on a regu- 
lar basis. Decision making becomes more 
difficult when there is little differentiation 
between products. 

A good branding is the competitive 
advantage, and radio can help advertisers 
gain that advantage. A radio station is a 

brand that consumers are loyal to and 
interact with on a daily basis. An adver- 
tiser's goal is to have consumers accept 
their brand as part of their lifestyle. If 
you look at consumer trends over the 
past few years radio is in fact an ideal 
medium to connect, engage and deliver 
consumers. 

Consumers are less likely to trust 
brands these days; this impacts advertis- 
ing effectiveness. We know from recent 
RAEL studies that radio is perceived as a 

personal medium and listeners trust what 
they hear on air. 

Advertisers that choose radio benefit 
by association-consumers that hear ad- 
vertising on their radio station believe 
that the advertiser is interested in speak- 
ing to them personally and that the mes- 
sage is more trustworthy. 

A message cannot have impact if it is 

not heard. Advancements in technology 
and increased media choice mean that 

consumers can adapt their media and en- 
tertainment options to suit their individu- 
al needs. Customized media consumption 
can be a further threat to advertisers try- 
ing to connect with potential consumers. 

Up to three hours of daily consumer 
radio tuning combined with station loy- 
alty offers advertisers a strong, daily pres- 
ence in the marketplace. Radio not only 
increases advertising exposure, it can reach 
listeners at opportune times during the 
day. 

Declining trust in advertising has led 
to consumers basing their choices more 
on brand experience; either their own or 
that of a trusted source such as a friend 
or relative. Word of mouth is becoming 
increasingly important, and is assisted by 
advancements in communication tech- 
nologies such as cell phones and the 
Intemet. 

Despite all the consumer choice and 
the move toward individual preferences, 
people still have a strong sense of com- 
munity. 

Communities share a common inter- 
est; geographic location, music and enter- 
tainment to name a few. Radio stations 
promote a sense of community, both geo- 
graphically and by content. People with- 
in communities share knowledge and 
information, often recommending prod- 
ucts and services. 

An advertiser can select station formats 
that match up with their target audience 
and increase the efficiency of their adver- 
tising campaign. A good radio campaign 
will appeal to the audience, incite trial of 
a product or service and, if the brand 
delivers, generate word of mouth and 
increase interest and sales within the 
community. 

Radio stations have the ability to in- 
crease listener involvement via interactive 
programs. There has always been interac- 
tion between a radio station and its audi- 
ence. Listeners are regularly invited to 
participate in on- and off -air activity by 
the stations, and many do so because of 
the high level of trust they have in the 
station; they will call in to request songs, 
enter promotions or debate a hot topic. 

Today, radio extends its connection 
through station websites, where there are 
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even more opportunities for interaction 
and calls to action. Contests, sponsorship, 
e -newsletters, music requests, audio 
streams, downloading and listener feed- 
back all contribute to the sense of com- 
munity and belonging offered by one's 
personal station. Advertisers can take ad- 
vantage of these interactive opportunities, 
but must deliver value in exchange for 
the listener's attention. 

A radio station is nothing without an 
audience. Radio continues to perform well 
because stations take the time to under- 
stand their audience; their likes, dislikes 
and motivations. Listeners have a relation- 
ship with their station and remain loyal to 
it; advertisers seek a similar relationship 
between their brand and the consumer. 

Radio stations know that successful, 
enduring relationships are built on trust, 
honesty, mutual respect and good com- 
munications. These qualities never go out 
of style; they are admirable, valued and 
the foundation of social responsibility. 
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Bulletproofing your site, Part 2 

hile there can be no substitute 
for "fundage" when it comes to 
securing your sites against dis- 

asters, there are all kinds of preparations 
you can make that will help when disas- 
ter strikes. And some of these don't have 
to cost very much to implement. 

For now, let's concentrate on the first 
part of the problem we identified last 
time-staying on the air during a natural 
disaster. 

Most off -air time involves hydro out- 
ages or telco line failures, so the obvious 
places to reinforce your operation are with 
standby transmitters, standby generators, 
and STL systems that allow you to bypass 
telco problems. These can all be high -cost 
items, but sometimes there's an alterna- 
tive that is not cost -prohibitive. 

If you can't afford automatic backup 
power at the studios, perhaps a manual 
backup power system is practical. I have 
seen viable studio backup power systems 
consisting of a 3 -kW pull -start generator 
in a box in the station parking lot, with a 

manual transfer switch to connect power 
to the racks and control rooms as needed. 

It's important that everyone under- 
stand that this is a stop -gap solution. It 
obviously is not effective against a short- 
term power outage, as it will take time for 
someone to find the key and work the 
controls. But it could be very handy in 
an extended outage. 

One thing we have all learned is that 

BY DAN ROACH 

it is unrealistic to expect utilities to show 
up and help you anytime soon when there 
is a crisis. They will have their own prob- 
lems. It's also not realistic to try shopping 
for a generator once the lights go out. 
You need to plan for this kind of thing in 
advance. 

If you're using an RPU system for re- 

motes, maybe it's practical to install a 

couple of extra antennas at studio and 
transmitter sites, so it could be quickly re - 

purposed as an emergency SU. 
If studio back-up power just isn't going 

to happen, how about back-up audio? 
One nice thing about telco program lines 
is that the phone company supplies reli- 

able standby power for them as a matter 
or course. A properly -programmed iPod 
with a repeat transformer to patch into 
the program line, either at the studio or 
the transmitter site, is a viable source of 
backup audio, whether or not there is stu- 

dio power, and it can keep you on the air. 

Cost? Less than $200 complete. 
Add a mic mixer, or even a minidisk 

recorder, a couple of microphones, head- 
phones and radio receivers, and you have 
a kit that will allow you to broadcast live 

from either a powerless studio or a pow- 
ered transmitter site. And you've still spent 
less than $500, even less if you have any 
old gear available (who needs mic mixers 
at remotes anymore?). 

Maybe you want to add some flash- 
lights and other essentials, and put it all 
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in a sealed box, secure and complete until 
it's needed. Or maybe an iPod and a pro- 
gram switcher at the transmitter site are 

all that you require. 
We would all like back-up transmitter 

sites, but here again they may appear cost - 
prohibitive at first glance. But in smaller 
or medium markets, an FM exciter and an 
antenna on a stub of a tower at the studio 
can be a viable alternative. This may cost 
you less than $15K to implement, even 
from scratch. That's pretty cheap insurance. 

Again, if you just can't afford back-up 
studio power, have a look at your tele- 
phone system. Your PABX has an unpow- 
ered fallback position that will allow 
direct connection of the trunk lines to 
old-fashioned unpowered telephones. You 

just need to make sure that the phones 
in question are in the areas you want 
them, so your newsroom can take and 
make calls during an outage. Cost? $0. 

Some stations are blessed with man- 
agement that values reliability of service, 
and there is no substitute for proper 
backup systems already in place. With 
adequate redundancy, your station can 
confidently weather the storms, even 
when things get nasty. But even with a 

limited budget, there are some small mea- 
sures you can take ahead of time that will 
help you stay on the air if disaster strikes 
your plant. 

Next time, some final thoughts and 
tips on preparing for the unexpected. 
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Over 75 studios in Canada... 
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11 out of 12 newly licensed stations chose Axia. 

So, to our clients we say "thanks" for your trust and 

enthusiasm. And to those of you who aren't yet 

clients: we're ready when you are. 

Coming to CCBE? Visit us in the Pippin Technical 

Hospitality Suite. 
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www.AxiaAudlo.com 

Pinnin Technical 
Proudly Represented in Canada by 

Pippin Technical 1-888-508-4677 
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BLOCKBUSTER PERFORMANCE 
that WON'T BLOW YOUR BUDGET 

AJ-HPX3000 P2 HD 

eA True 4:2:2 10Bit 
14 -Bit A/D DSP 

itA 100MBPS AVC-Intra* 
gA 2.2 Mega Pixels 

of 2/3" 3CCD 

1920x1080i 
54 5 Year Warranty 

AVC-Intro ie. )11. PEG! Part 101 Frame 

Available at better rental houses across Canada 

Ho° 

No other camera &livers this kind of performance 

and quality so affordably. 

AVCO PzH[7 

Official 0,rldrtde 
Olympic Panne,- 

Panasonic 

040 e 

Panasonic ideas for life 
www.panasonic.ca 


